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Where learning has a purpose

HELLO JULY
The month of July was flagged off with a memorable event.
The Chief Educational Officer (CEO) invited all the Principals of
Kanchipuram District to discuss details pertaining to DTCP
approvals, Fire Safety measures, Disaster Management and
Registration of Students into the Board’s Portal.
We were happy to note that BHIS-Kelambakkam was compliant to
all the norms stipulated by the Board of Secondary Education. The
meeting was attended by the Principal Ms. Asma Nainar and Mrs.
Chitra Ramachandran, Academic Coordinator. The CEO insisted that
a Mock Fire Drill be conducted and educate the staff and students to
handle the situation in case of any emergency.

A PET IN THE SCHOOL!!!
Imagine children walking into the classroom and calling up their
friends, only to hear the chirping of the Love Birds, in reply to
theirs. Their joy knew no bounds. For a moment the kids had a
feeling of an outdoor classroom. To their surprise birds chirped
louder and louder perhaps a way of greeting them in Happiness!
Yes, this is exactly what the Nursery group experienced!! This
month they will learn about Pet and Farm animals. A Moo-Moo
here and a Moo-Moo there is what they will see next week..
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Sense -Perception!!
Our junior class tiny-tots
continue to amaze their teachers
by their never -ending Whys?
What’s? And How’s? In order to
stimulate sensory perceptions
further, they were literally given
some FOOD for Thought. Pops!!
And crackles!! Of the popcorn
and the appetizing aroma of
Cakes and Bakes were allprevailing. Their taste buds
reached far too wide in a
CULINARY EXPERIENCE.
Ms.Asma was all set to display
her skills in pastry and as is akin
to her she is bent upon reaching
the heart through the stomach be
it a child or an adult.

Caged Body Parts
How about visualizing our ‘Billabong bambinos as Orthopaedicians?
Sounds amazing isn’t it!! Our kids were in for some
bone setting experience. Fabricating; meticulously a
model of the rib cage.
We believe our kids in the future will set right the
‘brain drain’ in our country, but before that don’t they
need to know what this brain is all about? Thus our
children in G5 endeavored to unravel the intricacies of
the human brain under the tutelage of their teacher.
Multiple intelligence is a method in teaching &
identifying the child’s strength in understanding
concepts. It was a mind-boggling experience for the
kids to study their own minds.
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CHANGE IS OUR FAVOURITE COLOUR

We have constantly and consistently taken baby steps towards being a
transformational brand. We now want to take a quantum leap! We have reimagined
possibilities and raised the bar. So our change is not in our visual identity. You will
experience the positive change in everything we do. Just as people and companies
evolve, so do brands. We wanted our new identities to reflect why we exist and what
we believe in. Kangaroo Kids is a place of adventurous learning and Billabong High
School a place where students will find their purpose and meaning: their North Star.
This marks a new chapter in our ongoing mission to ‘ignite human greatness’

We seem to have a few
poet laureates cropping
up in our school. The Star
of the week Pratyush
Singh of Grade 4 has
written a few poetic
rhymes that are rhythmic
and rhyming.

UPCOMING EVENT
SCHOOL INVESTITURE
CEREMONY
ON 13/07/18.
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